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Equities: European stock markets are opening slightly lower Today,
ahead of the release of key economic activity data for the region
which are set to provide direction. With the US closed yesterday
there is no lead form there. The main focus during this session will be
on the flash PMI data from the Eurozone and the U.K., which are
likely to offer investors a guide to the prevailing direction of economic
trends in the manufacturing and service sectors. These numbers will
be carefully studied, as they will show how well the Eurozone
economy, in particular, is performing after unexpectedly growing in
the final quarter of 2022. There also remains a degree of caution
within the markets as Russian President Vladimir Putin is due to
make a speech later in the session as his invasion of Ukraine enters a
second year.  

Fixed income: The bond markets are all focused on a raft of economic
data starting today with the European and UK flash PMI's. Will they show
recovery or weakness. Separately the minutes of the federal reserve
tomorrow will indicate the next likely size of increase in US fed rates. With
expectations that numbers will continue to support the Central banks in
Europe and the US stance on tightening interest rates the bond markets all
saw small increases overnight . They are positioning for the expected next
interest rate rises. With interest rates both in the US and EU expected to
increase by 50basis points in March. The level of the following rate
increases will based on the next sets of economic data 
Looking ahead:  Key data this week will include the following: European &
US February PMIs, Fed meeting minutes, revised US GDP, revised Eurozone
CPI, and US Core PCE inflation. In terms of earnings today in the US  we will
hear from Home Depot & Walmart, which are expected to show the real
mstate of both consume r spending and home renovations in the US .
Elsewhere we have the following companies reporting over the rest of the
week: Lloyds Bank, Rio Tinto, Baidu, eBay, Nvidia, WPP, Iberdrola, Alibaba,
Telefonica, IAG, IRES REIT, and many more.

Currencies: This morning the dollar is sitting below recent peaks , as
a three-week rally faded and traders waited on economic data to
figure out whether it's warranted to push the dollar up any further.
Strong U.S. labour data and sticky inflation have raised U.S. rate
expectations and supported the dollar's rally this month

21/02/2023 - European & US PMIs
22/02/2023 - Fed meeting minutes
23/02/2023 - US GDP
24/02/2023 - US NEW HOME SALES

BHP 
The international mining group announced overnight that underlying profit
attributable for the six months to December 31 was $6.6 billion, compared
with $9.7B from the prior year. Total revenue from continuing operations also
sank 16% to $25.7B. The drop in earnings was driven chiefly by lower realized
prices on iron ore, copper, and coking coal, as demand in its major market
China slowed down substantially. An economic slowdown in developed
countries in Europe and the UK also weighed on demand, and is expected to
continue doing so in the interim. But the company forecast improving
demand in the coming months, especially as the Chinese economy recovers
after the lifting of anti-COVID measures  Overnight shares of BHP Group Ltd
fell  2.2% to A$47.390, coming close to its lowest level since early-January.

HSBC 
HSBC Holdings PLC this morning reported a sharp jump in its fourth-quarter
profit as rising interest rates greatly boosted its net interest income, while the
bank also announced a special dividend on the sale of its Canadian business.
HSBC’s profit before tax for the three months to December 31 jumped 92% to
$5.2 billion, while revenue rose 24% to $14.9B, thanks primarily to a jump in
net interest income. The bank declared a second interim dividend of $0.23
per share, and said it was also considering a special dividend of $0.21 per
share from the proceeds of the $10B sale of its Canadian business to Royal
Bank of Canada. The bank also forecast stronger earnings in 2023, with a net
interest income of at least $36B in the year, up from $32.6B in 2022. The bank
said it is targeting a dividend payout ratio of 50% for 2023 and 2024, and will
revert to paying quarterly dividends from the first quarter of 2023.
The improved earnings and outlook come after years of transformation and
cost-cutting for the lending giant, which had in May 2021 announced an exit
from consumer banking in the U.S., and had later said it will sell its French
retail business. Asia remains by far the banks most important market , and
accounted for over 78% of its earnings in 2022. Hong Kong is the bank’s
biggest market where it saw strong consumer spending. THe shares were
slightly weaker in early trade on Asian markets. 
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